In order to determine the effects of low frequency underwater sound on small animal models, it is desirable to expose them to well characterized fields which closely simulates the (locally) plane wave open ocean stimulus. It is also desirable to produce pure pressure and acceleration stimuli to isolate the effects of the individual components of the acoustic p]ane wave. It is necessary to produce sufficiently strong signals to enable damage thresholds to be determined. The range of frequencies over which such stimuli must be produced is quite broad since it must include the actual band of interest (100-500 W) to examine damage on the cellular and tissue level. as well as at scaled frequencies (-l-5 W) to examine the effects of organ structure.
INTRODUCTION
There is interest in understanding the effects of high intensity, low frequency undewater sound on the human bo~.
A smatl auid model would be useful for studying this if the appropriate acoustic stimulus could be apphed. To do this eweriment in the free field, a large and powerful source would be necessw. Moreover, because of tie large wavelengths involved, to obtain free field conditions an enormous amount of water would be needed and the ani~s would have to be maintained at si~lcant depths. It wotid be far more desirable to be able to produce the required acoustic fields in a small test chamber. This research~yzes a chamber suitable for this p~ose.
The use of plane wave tubes for calibration hydrophores is a well accepted technique. The tube is operated at frequencies below the cutoff of the first (non plane wave) mode so that ody plane wave propagation is possible. A piston source atone end generates a plane wave and a piston at the other is driven in such a way as to completely absorb the wave. The same apparatus cart be used to generate a predominately pressure field by driving the~o sources in phase with equal amplitude and to generate a predotitely velocity driving them 180°out of phase. But with the insertion of an ani~model, the comphant lungs will drastically alter the acoustic field in the chamber and change the loading on the sources, and conversely, the chamber could potentially alter the vibrational responses of the lung. Carefti cortsidemtion is required to ascertain how valid measurements can be made in a s~i chamber and to determine the true effective sound pressure level.
THEORY
Consider a water fiUed tube as shown in Figu~1. Since the surfaces constitute a "closed surface''enclosing the water, the pressure anywhere in the water can be written in terms of a Green's function. The following assumptions are then made. First, the piston drivers are fome drivers (producing a given fome into a~load), Secon4 the pressure over the surface of the piston is uniform (p=F/A). And third, the wrdls of the chamber are rigid and immovable. Applying these assumptions, the pressure anywhere can be determined and the exteti forces acting on the lung are calculated at r = rLas
The first two terms are the pressure at the location of the lung in the absence of the ani~and the third the reaction pressure (primarily radiation mass) resulting from the motion of the lung. It can be shown that the reaction forces within this rigid walled tube with pressure release pistons closely appmfimate the free field provided that the lung is relatively sm~and located near the center of the tube, the pistons are not too sdl, and the frequency is far away from any resonance of the tube]. H the reaction force in the tube is the same, the lung wdl~tibrate as if it were in the free field responding to the pressure (and velocity) field which would be present in the tube in the absence of the animal and the animrd's presence in the tube wi~lower the acoustic pressure the exact same way as it lowers the pressure near the aniti in the free field,
CW~ER DESIGN
Computer codes implementing the theory were used to design a test chamber for a 30 g animal having a lung \'olume of 1,5 cm3. A reasomble design consisted of a stairdess steel tube (36 cm long x 25 cm id, 3.8 cm wat hickness) with 3.8 cm thick endcaps for rigidity and 14 cm dia. pistons (0.5 kg) driven by 490 N electrodynarnic shaken (15.7 kN/m armature stiffness) for the fome driven-pressure release pistons. For this desi~the impedance of the model in the tube was calcutate to be within 20 percent of the free field impedance except near two resomnces igure 2]. The calculated pressure at the center of the chamber is dso shown in Figure 2 for the traveling wave and "pressure ody" drives.
Note that there are two resonances for the pressure ordy drive but none for the for the traveling wave. This is because, for the traveling wave, the piston at one end absorbs the enerfl introduced by the piston at the other so there are no standing waves. Cumndy a chamber is being consmcted based on this design.
It W been demoustmted that it shotid be possible to build labomto~size chambers where sma~test ani~s can be exTosed to tmveling wave sound fields comparable to those encountered in the free field, The response of the lungs and other organs and tissue to these fields shotid dso be compamble to what they would be under free field conditions, In assessing exposw levels, the relevmt field strength is the field strength in the chamber when the animal is not present.
